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There could be innumerable reasons behind a computer working slow. Even the best configurations
could respond slowly and delay work output. â€œSpeed up my computerâ€•, calling help may solve the
issue, but, usually takes time.

While working on a computer, if you maintain few basic instructions, speed of your computer would
not suffer:

â€¢ Overworked your computer â€“ Avoid working too long on a system. It is always better to let the
machine sleep for some couple hours, every day.

â€¢ System errors- usually, system suffers crashes due to various errors that crop up owing to
hardware and software issues.

â€¢ Corrupt file- A file may be corrupt right from the beginning or has acquired a virus after being
constantly used. Files that show error should be removed immediately.

â€¢ Malware introduced- There are various different ways, both internal and external that may
introduce some unknown elements into system. A malware damages a computer and can corrupt
other files along with total system failure.

â€¢ Disk overloaded- Your computer has too much information, files, and programs. The overloaded
disk takes longer time to search and, hence, slows the computer.

â€¢ Too many online sites opened simultaneously- There are too many online sites opened
simultaneously which slows the computer.

Speed up computer has various small things to carefully manage to remain in pace. However, it is
not possible to keep a vigil all the time. For example, a disk was inserted to the drive and forgotten
for a long time. Or the CD had a program which is very old and has got corrupted.

To maintain a good speed up computer certain basic instructions needs to be maintained.

â€¢ Always check pop-ups before accepting the software. Mostly, software accepted to open a given
file cannot adapt as the system is incompatible.

â€¢ Check your computer virus- Various free antivirus softwares are available as CDs or online that
runs antivirus checks.

â€¢ Avoid free downloads- Often we download free movies, music, games and different materials
online. These downloads are basically the older versions and used by many users. They are the
best source for malware or spyware to enter.

â€¢ Avoid copying a huge file - A computerâ€™s hard drive should be 30 to 50% free to enable a speed up
computer. Using a big file takes big hardware space, which breaks the file into different segments
and stores.

â€¢ Registry cleaning- Too much information on your registry, problem in sorting files. Keep proper
folders with date and title mentioned, never leave any material untitled. Accumulating folders for
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long; jam computer registry and should be cleaned with a good disk registry cleaner.

Usually speed up computer is one which user keeps constant checks, maintains minute instructions
carefully.  A tweak here and there is usually required to fix a computer issue; there are innumerable
web services providing free scan, instruction manual, and antivirus check. Only for major crashes
and system slow down service subscription charged. These services are immediate, online â€“
something that doesnâ€™t  need a human being to visit your computer.
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